You'd expect fine sound from a stereo system that has Sony, Marantz, and Garrard components. What you probably wouldn't expect is MSL's reasonable $260 price tag!

The stereo receiver in MSL's ultimate $260 system is a Sony STR1800. The Complete Buyer's Guide To Stereo/Hifi (2/78) calls the STR1800 "a true hifi product." They elaborate: "It is the perfect receiver for use in a dormitory room or bedroom, or in a large living room if moderate volume levels are acceptable. The quality of the STR1800 is very high for a unit in its price class..."

MSL has matched this unusual receiver with a pair of high-quality Marantz 12M loudspeakers. These smooth-sounding systems are two-way acoustic suspension designs housed in well-finished walnut vinyl enclosures.

MSL's turntable choice is the handsome Garrard 630. This versatile machine may be used as a single- or multiple-play automatic. It has gentle, damped cueing. The 630 complete with a base, hinged dustcover, and a quality Pickering cartridge.

Instead of buying an ordinary $300 stereo, consider MSL's ultimate $260 system. You can spend the $40 you save on records (or whatever) to enjoy it with!